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Abstract

Five employees of the United States Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) have been awarded some

MR 1,500,000 in an action against the owners and managers of the building which houses the EPA

Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Fourteen more employees await settlement for similar claims which

involve exposure of the employees to indoor air pollution during the course-of the building's

refurbishment. A spate of similar claims in the UK, Australia and Europe give rise to speculation as to

who might be liable for such incidents. Few escape with Architects, Builders, Engineers, Consultants

and General Service Contractors being named alongside Owners and Managers in actions involving

Indoor Air Pollution (IAP) and Sick Building Syndrome (SBS).

Invariably the Employer whether Public or Private sector based is also involved. Insurance companies

scramble for cover as they are faced with a two pronged attack. On the one hand they themselves are

frequently the owners and managers of major property portfolios and on the other their role is to attempt

to protect their clients against potentially huge class actions by providing their clients with protection, the

cost of which is all but impossible to calculate.

The vast majority of successful actions to date have been settled out of court by way of negotiation

generally under the umbrella of workers compensation awards but increasingly under direct awards for

compensatory damages.

A well thought out programme of education in preventative strategies offers the best means of avoiding

or at least minimising such claims.
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INTRODUCTION

Indoor Air Pollution and the Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) have become a popular

source of public debate in recent times. Outbreaks of Legionnaires Disease resulting

in multiple fatalities, have frequently been associated with poorly maintained air

conditioning systems and have featured prominently in the mass media. In more

litigious Societies, huge awards against building owners and managers are becoming

commonplace in SBS type law suits.

Insurance companies, who are frequently the owners of large property portfolios, are

faced with the dual challenge of avoiding litigation themselves and providing their

clients with insurance protection against these alarming incidences. Finally

Governments of all persuasions are finding that their huge bureaucracies are unable

to cope with the flood of calls for guidelines on Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Standards

whilst they too struggle with increased pressure from their own employees who

demand the right to work in a safe environment.

Amidst all the confusion and panic, options are available to those who wish to address

the issues professionally and pro-actively rather than adopting a wait and see attitude

or worse still a "Head in the Sand" attitude that "it doesn't happen in my property".

It has been my organisation's experience that these issues can be addressed

successfully by Individuals, Corporations or by Governments if the following steps

are followed:
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ACCEPT THAT SBS IS A REALITY

There have been literally millions of word written and spoken about the issue and yet

the British House of Commons claimed in the 1993/94 Environmental Committees

Report "These is considerable ignorance surrounding the subject of IAQ". The extent

of the problems may well vary from country to country in the same way as it varies

from town to town or city to city, but SBS is a reality.

Let me digress to explain why many people remain sceptical about indoor air

pollution, it is very simple. Many of us are like doubting Thomas in the bible and

find it hard to believe that which we do not see. It is more difficult still to believe

when we are present and yet we still do not see a problem. What needs to be

understood is that virtually all indoor air pollutants remain invisible to the naked eye.

Furthermore, in a majority of cases the are unable to be detected by the human nose.

The mind therefore finds it hard to accept that pollutants are present. Perhaps an

analogy will help.

Years ago underground coal miners took canaries into the mines to safeguard

themselves against toxic and combustible gases. If the canary fell from its perch the

miners immediately evacuated the mine until such time the ventilation could be

boosted and the toxic gasses dissipated. Today sophisticated instruments replace the

canaries.

It is worth noting that in many commercial buildings, the first sign a problem exists

is the accumulation of environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), sometime called passive

smoke or second hand smoke.
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ETS is of course visible to the naked eye and is discernible nasally with its

characteristic strong odour. Some groups, primarily anti-tobacco lobbyists use the

visible evidence of ETS to call for the introduction of smoking bans however

experience has shown that all the bans do is disguise the real problem.

A further analogy will be helpful. When ventilation engineers are called in to test

ventilation levels in operating rooms and other similar sterile environments the use

of synthetic smoke flares is called for. Smoke by its very visibility allows engineers

to trace dispersal patterns and times. If the smoke accumulates serious ventilation

deficiencies are evident and this if we return to our commercial building with ETS

accumulating, the fundamental cause of the problem is poor ventilation. If we do not

learn the lesson of medicine which teaches us to remedy the cause of the problem

rather that focusing our attention on the symptoms-in this case ETS accumulation -

we will invariably lock in the ventilation deficiency and the building potentially

becomes a "Sick Building". It's a poor analogy but if the technology did not exist

today I wonder would we hear calls to ban taking canaries into coalmines when

miners were suffocating.

UNDERSTAND THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

A very useful exercise is to determine the extent of the problem by conducting Pilot

Studies. These pilot studies should be carried out by suitable qualified independent

Indoor Environmental Consultants, ideally with considerable National and

International expertise and preferably in association with an established locally entity.
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The brief should be to determine the existing levels of indoor air pollution and the

most likely reasons why indoor pollution is occurring. The World Health

Organisation (WHO) estimates that one third of all new and refurbished buildings are

classically "Sick Buildings". Certainly older buildings may also be "sick buildings"

but the economics of addressing these compared to the newer buildings is not so

clearly pronounced.

DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN SICK BUILDING SYNDROME AND BUILDING

RELATED ILLNESS

The generally accepted definition of a "Sick Building" is a building in which 20% or

more of the occupants suffer similar symptoms of discomfort which are considerably

alleviated upon leaving the building only to return when those people return to the

building.

Sick Building Syndrome should not be confused with Building Related Illnesses (BRI).

That latter with their abundantly clear aetiology is used to defme the likes of

Legionnaires Disease, Pontiac Fever and even Asbestosis all of which can be readily

diagnosed using clinical techniques and which generally can be clearly linked to a

specific source compared to the non-specific symptoms of SBS. These SBS symptoms

include general malaise, headaches, nausea, tightness of the chest, eye and nasal

discomfort etc which by their very vagueness makes the causative factors difficult to

pin down.

Humans invariably suffer these SBS symptoms when housed in a sick building but

they also suffer very similar symptoms when under duress or at times when humidity

levels are low such as we find in modern airlines or when we try to work under
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inadequate lighting conditions. To the sceptic this very vagueness is reason enough

to tag the individual (s) who complains as lazy or delinquent. These sceptics cite

repetitive strain injury (RSI) cases as clear examples of what these "delinquents" use

as an excuse not to work. They voice loudly in my country Australia that the RSI

fad has passed and that SBS is the fad of the nineties. They conveniently forgot that

we now enjoy mandatory breaks from visual display units (VDU's), economically

designed chairs and work-stations and up and down task lighting which were all

introduced to alleviate RSI.

INTRODUCE STANDARDS

It is imperative that Government introduce standards and enforce if any real headway

is to be achieved against SBS. This is not to say that Standards should be draconian

or that Governments adopt dictatorial stances however Guidelines and Codes of

Practice do need to be drawn up in conjunction with industry and commerce and

encouragement given to property owners and managers to adopt these standards and

Codes of Practice as absolute minimum standards of behaviour. A great deal of this

work has already been done in other countries and my advice would be to avoid

trying to "rediscover the wheel" and use other countries Standards, modifying these

only where it is demonstrably appropriate to do so.

UNDERSTANDING THE ECONOMICS

Above all else there needs to be a clear understanding on the part of Government and

the Private Sector that the cost of not addressing the issue. By way of example the

USA Environmental Protection Agency announced in the early 1990's that SBS costs
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the US economy US 12 billion annually. Ironically five EPA employees in December

1993 were awarded US 950,000 as a result of exposure to indoor pollutants during

building refurbishment's in their own headquarters. A further 14 other employees

await the verdict with regard to their claims. The American Journal of Medicine

reported SBS costs annually, 150 million lost worked days;' 75 million visits to

physicians and $ 25 billion in health care costs.

ACT PRO-ACTIVELY NOT RE-ACTIVELY

Programmes need to be developed to assist Corporations reduce these staggering

productivity losses. The key is acting pro-actively rather than re-actively.

Experienced inspector should carry out air quality audits in commercial buildings,

universities, libraries, hospitals, airports and a host of other buildings as part of a

pilot programme. In this way baseline standards of IAQ are established and where

necessary modifications can be made to improve these standards. Any deteriorations

in these standards can be picked in subsequent inspections and early action is taken

to avoid problems.

SUMMARY

One of the most fundamental of all rights is the right to breathe clean air. Over the

years millions of dollars have been spent cleaning up outdoor air pollution cause by

industrial smog, motor vehicle exhausts and toxic waste sites. Now we have evolved

into a society that spends up to 90% of our time indoors. What many people fail to

understand is that all indoor air was once outdoor air and with very few exception

once the outdoor air is introduced indoors it commences to deteriorate further.

Virtually everything in today's modern buildings, off-gas some levels of indoor
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pollution. Humans exhale stale air and give out body odours through perspiration In

addition we use chemicals to clean our clothes, cosmetics to disguise what we see as

inadequacies in ourselves and we use literally hundreds of varieties of products with

propellants and accelerators in our daily lives. The vast majority of our furnishings,

paints, lacquers, fabrics and building materials are products of the petro-chemical age

all of which result in that little understand complex called Indoor Pollution.

Fortunately we are able to effectively address indoor air pollution without in most

case any substantial added costs.

SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

The appropriate strategy is called a building Systems Approach under which accurate

measurements coupled with experienced observations are made to identify where

problems exist and what is fundamentally causing those problems. Appropriate

solutions are then developed and implemented in a cost effective manner.

The end result is a win-win-win solution. Individuals remain healthier and more

productive, employers produce more products more cost effectively and thus make

more profits and Governments receive more taxes and experience lower health care

costs.

/Ida. (D.C/F.JOE)
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